




Ideals of a Semigroup with a Radical



















Ml⊆M'M-M'(Lα, LαS) - (M'Lα, M'LαS) ⊆N,
これは仮定に反する。故にM-Lα-Lαでなければならない。然しこのとき, M- (Lα,
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Summary 
1. Let S be a semigroup with kerr^el N ar*d without a proper radical. Then 
every simple left ideal is contained in some simple two-sided ideal. 
2. Let S be a semigroup with kernel and without a proper radical. Let L 
and R be the class sum of all simple left and simple right ideals respectively. 
The necessary and sufficient condition that R=L is : every simple two-sided 
ideal of S containing a simple left ideal contains also a simple right ideal and 
conversely. 
3. Let S be semigroup having a kernel and without a proper radical. 
a) L=M holds if and only if every simple two-sided ideal of S contains at 
least one simple left ideal. 
b) R=M holds if and only if every simple two-sided ideal of S contains at 
least one simple right ideal. 
c) L=R=M holds if and only if every simple two-sided ideal of S cor*tains 
at least one simple left and one simple right ideal. 
4. Let S be the class sum of its simple left ideals. Then S is a direct sum 
of two-sided ideals. 
5. Let every simple two-sided ideal of S contains at least one simple left 
ideal. Then S is a direct sum of two-sided ideals if and only if it is the class 
sum of its simple left ideals. 
6. Let S be a semigroup withput a proper radical. Let S be the class sum 
of its simple left ideals. Let, moreover, every simple two-sided ideal of S 
contains at least one simple right ideal of S. Then a) S is also the 'class sum 
of all simple right ideals of S. b) S is a direct sum of two-sided ideals each 
of which. is a completely simple semigroup. 
7. The sets L(') and R(') are two-sided ideals of S. 
8. Let S satisfy condition C. Then L is a semigroup having a kernel and the 
radical L('). 
9. Let S satisfy condition C. Let the set L(*) be a two-sided ideal of S. 
Then the semigroup L can be written as the surn of two summands : the 
radical L(') and t.he semigroup L(') which.･ is itself a direct sum of simple 
two-sided ideals of S. In formula 
L=L(")+L(1), L(')L(')=N. 
wher~ L( ' ) =~~M( I ) 
10 ~C rl f.'~~~~ ~~: 
10. Let S be a semigroup satisfying condition C. Then every non-N-potent 
simple left ideal of S is contained in a simple two-sided ideal of S if and 
only if th.e sum of all simple non-N-potent left ideals of S is a two-sided 
ideal of S. 
11. R(' ) =L(' ) holds if and only if 
a) R(' ) and L(') are two-sided ideals 
b) every simple non-N-potent two-sided ideal containing a simple left ideal 
contains also a simple right ideal and conversely. 
12. (1 ) L(')=M(') holds if and only if a) L(' ) is a two-sided idetll of S, 
b) every simple non-N-potent two-sided ideal of S contains at least one 
simple left ideal. 
(2) R(1)=M(') holds if and only if a) R(') is a two-sided ideal of S, b) 
every simple non-N-potent two-sided ideal of S contaiL]s at least one simple 
right ideal. 
(3) L(1 )=R(*)=M(') lplds if and only if a) L(' ) and R(* ) are two-sided 
ideals of S, b) every simple non-N-potent two-sided ideal of S contains at 
least one simple left and at least one simple right ideal of S. 
X ~~ 
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